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ABSTRACT
This study aims to determine the assessment of the rights and obligations of
Islamic laborers from the perspective of Chaudhry. Employee rights include
receiving the same treatment, getting a price specialization, being treated well,
getting the right salary, not given a job beyond his ability, getting medical
assistance. Whereas employee obligations include having a sincere and uplifting
spirit and having a good religious nature case studies on the employees of Bank
Jatim Syariah Central Surabaya and Sidoarjo. This research uses a quantitative
descriptive approach with simple tabulations. Primary data collection in this study
was conducted using a questionnaire. The sample in this study amounted to 108
employees and 8 leaders of the Jatim Syariah Bank in Central Surabaya and
Sidoarjo. Based on the results of the study showed that respondents agreed to
agree on indicators of employee rights including getting the same treatment both
men and women and not looking at the position, getting treated well politely and
forgiving each other, getting the proper wages in order to enjoy a good standard of
living, not given jobs that are beyond their capabilities, obtain medical assistance
if sick and are helped to pay the cost of treatment. Whereas the rights granted to
goods produced by the office are free or at a cheaper rate the employee rate does
not agree. Variable obligations, respondents rated strongly agree with the
obligations of Islamic labor Perspective Chaudhry in which workers have a
sincere sense in doing the task, and assess agree with the obligations of workers
have a zealous nature in carrying out the tasks so as to advance the company, and
workers have a good religious nature .
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